
Empowered Learner Activity
Choice Boards

Knowledge Application Rubric

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1En2DLjZ-UAWF9wfp3nQ92eewdDdF2TatPEpDjHo4NyM/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/18kQd1gR-45AJUvSAWhIOJZaweByWMMQ9w6v_Ds8YMWk/edit?usp=sharing


This week we will be able to represent 
multiplication as arrays, repeated addition, 

equal groups, and using a number line.

TODAY we will represent 
multiplication facts with arrays.

Whole Group
Small Group

Check In
Independent

Check In
Show Me

Set timer for 
desired time for 
choice time.

Empowered learner 
activity

Introduce 
Vocabulary: array, 
rows, columns

Distribute model 
board for the week
Model making an 
array.  Explain 
directions for 
CHOICE BOARD

With each check in 
have a student 
explain vocabulary 
words and/or model 
an example on the 
board...

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kxGWsHYITAw


Array Repeated Addition

Equal Groups Number Line



This week we will be able to represent 
multiplication as arrays, repeated addition, 

equal groups, and using a number line.

TODAY we will represent 
multiplication facts with 

repeated addition.

Whole Group
Small Group

Check In
Independent

Check In
Show Me

Set timer for 
desired time for 
choice time.

Introduce 
Vocabulary: repeat, 
addition, sum

Revisit model board 
for the week.  
Review array.
Model repeated 
addition.  Explain 
directions for 
CHOICE BOARD

With each check in 
have a student 
explain vocabulary 
words and/or model 
an example on the 
board...

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kxGWsHYITAw


This week we will be able to represent 
multiplication as arrays, repeated addition, 

equal groups, and using a number line.

TODAY we will represent 
multiplication facts as equal groups.

Whole Group
Small Group

Check In
Independent

Check In
Show Me

Set timer for 
desired time for 
choice time.

Introduce 
Vocabulary: equal, 
groups

Revisit model board 
for the week.  
Review array and 
repeated addition.
Model equal groups.  
Explain directions 
for CHOICE 
BOARD

With each check in 
have a student 
explain vocabulary 
words and/or model 
an example on the 
board...

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kxGWsHYITAw


This week we will be able to represent 
multiplication as arrays, repeated addition, 

equal groups, and using a number line.

TODAY we will represent multiplication 
facts using number lines.

Whole Group
Small Group

Check In
Independent

Check In
Show Me

Set timer for 
desired time for 
choice time.

Introduce 
Vocabulary: number 
line, skip counting

Revisit model board 
for the week.  
Review array, 
repeated addition, 
and equal groups.
Model skip counting 
on a number line.  
Explain directions 
for CHOICE 
BOARD

With each check in 
have a student 
explain vocabulary 
words and/or model 
an example on the 
board...

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kxGWsHYITAw


This week we will be able to represent 
multiplication as arrays, repeated addition, 

equal groups, and using a number line.

TODAY we will demonstrate all 
the ways we have learned to 
represent multiplication.

Whole Group
Work Time

Check In
Work Time
Share Out

Set timer for 
desired time for 
choice time.

Review all vocabulary 
words with QUIZLET

Revisit model board for 
the week.  Review 
array, repeated 
addition, equal groups, 
and number line.
Explain rubric to 
demonstrate 
understanding of this 
week's skills.

Check in to see 
progress… answer any 
questions.

Share out.  
Discuss proper 
feedback, positive 
comments, constructive 
critique.
Put small groups 
together to share their 
understanding and self 
evaluate

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kxGWsHYITAw
https://quizlet.com/_6r0nco


Representing Multiplication Knowledge Application

MA.3.1.2.c Using drawings, words, arrays, symbols, repeated addition, equal groups, and number lines to explain the meaning of multiplication.

Array Repeated Addition Equal Groups Number Line Creativity & Neatness Presentation

The array does not 
represent any 

multiplication sentence.

The addition used is not 
adding the same amount 
each time.  It does not 

represent any 
multiplication sentence.

The groups do not contain 
the same amount.  It does 

not represent any 
multiplication sentence.

The number line does not 
use equal moves.  It does 

not represent any 
multiplication sentence.

The models were arranged 
in a sloppy order.  The 

information was not clear 
and did not display any 

creativity.

The student did not 
accurately discuss how each 

model related to 
multiplication.  The 
information was not 
represented clearly

The array did not represent 
the multiplication sentence 

being used, but did 
represent multiplication

The addition is repeating, 
but it does not match the 
multiplication sentence 

being modeled.

The groups contain the 
same amount, but they did 

not match the 
multiplication sentence 

being modeled.

The number line does  use 
equal groups but it does not 

match the multiplication 
sentence being modeled.

The models were arranged 
somewhat neatly.  The 

presentation was legible, 
but the information was not 

colorful or eye catching.  
All models did not include a 

multiplication sentence.

The students understood 
how each model related to 

multiplication but it did not 
speak clearly and was not 

understood.

The array accurately 
represents the 

multiplication sentence 
being used.

The addition is repeating  
and matches the 

multiplication sentences 
being modeled.

The groups contain the 
same amount and represent 
the multiplication sentence 

being modeled.

The number line does use 
equal moves and represents 
the multiplication sentence 

being modeled.

The models and 
presentation were neat.  

Students used an original 
display in a colorful, eye 
catching way.  All models 
included multiplication 

sentences.

The students accurately 
discussed how each model 
related to multiplication   
The student spoke clearly 

and stood with good posture.
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